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Your sleep hygiene can determine everything 
about your quality of life: your capacity for 
abstract thought, how well you physically feel, 
even your relationships. The more we discover 
about sleep, the more it seems like a magical 
cure-all. No other activity is as essential to 
brain and body function. And yet, two in five 
Americans don’t even get seven hours of 
sleep per night—the minimum recommended 
amount.1

No matter the cause, sleep deprivation can 
take a huge toll on overall health. The longest 
anyone has ever gone without sleep is 11 
days 2, and while there’s no record of death 
by sleep deprivation, doctors maintain it’s 
possible based on animal research3. Back in 
1910, before the light bulb was invented, the 
average person slept nine hours each night. 
Today, it’s seven to seven and a half, which is 
500 fewer hours of sleep per year.4

R E A DY T O  TA K E  B A C K  T H E  N I G H T ?

Map out your sleep deprivation symptoms 
and follow our Weekend Reset Guide for a 
rejuvenating sleep makeover. 

Introduction

http://www.gallup.com/poll/166553/less-recommended-amount-sleep.aspx?utm_source=alert&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=syndication&utm_content=morelink&utm_term=USA-Well-Being
http://www.sciencealert.com/watch-here-s-what-happened-when-a-teenager-stayed-awake-for-11-days-straight
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/explainer/2009/05/can_you_die_from_lack_of_sleep.html
http://www.psychiatrictimes.com/sleep-deprivation-psychosis-and-mental-efficiency
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Feeling foggy and unable to focus are telltale 
signs of acute sleep deprivation. With chronic 
deprivation, symptoms worsen to the point of 
hallucination. Intense!

W I T H  A L A C K  O F  S L E E P…

You’ll be more forgetful due to lapses in 
working memory and short-term memory.5

You’ll show similar symptoms to being 
drunk.6 In fact, drowsy drivers cause 100,000 
car accidents annually.7

You’re more emotional because the brain is 
unable to put experiences into context.8

You may hallucinate.9

You’re at higher risk for depression.10

Your symptoms may mimic those of mental 
illness or of someone who is on drugs.11

Mind

S L E E P D E P R I VAT I O N  S Y M P T O M S

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2656292/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1739867/pdf/v057p00649.pdf
http://drowsydriving.org/about/detection-and-prevention/
http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2007/10/22_sleeploss.shtml
http://www.berkeley.edu/news/media/releases/2007/10/22_sleeploss.shtml
https://neuroscience.stanford.edu/news/why-do-humans-hallucinate-little-sleep
https://neuroscience.stanford.edu/news/why-do-humans-hallucinate-little-sleep
http://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/little-sleep-much-affect-memory-201405027136
http://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/little-sleep-much-affect-memory-201405027136
https://neuroscience.stanford.edu/news/why-do-humans-hallucinate-little-sleep
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Physically, sleep deprivation prevents the body 
from properly repairing the day’s damage on 
a cellular level. If it happens enough, chronic 
missed sleep causes essential processes to 
shut down entirely, endangering the  
immune system. 

W I T H  A L A C K  O F  S L E E P…

You’re more likely to catch a cold.12

You’re more likely to overindulge in food, 
choosing larger portions13 and making less-
than-stellar decisions at the grocery store.14

Your blood pressure will be higher.15

You’ll feel more awake when it is actually 
time to sleep, thanks to higher amounts  
of cortisol.16

You’ll gain weight if sleep deprivation 
becomes chronic.17

You’ll be susceptible to microsleeps— 
short blackout moments that vary in length 
from 10 seconds to a minute that the  
sleep-deprived do not remember.18

Your skin may age faster.19

You’ll be at higher risk for obesity, heart 
disease, stroke, and diabetes.20

Body

https://www.cmu.edu/homepage/health/2009/winter/not-sleeping.shtml
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/234884358_Acute_sleep_deprivation_increases_portion_size_and_affects_food_choice_in_young_men
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/oby.20579/abstract
http://healthysleep.med.harvard.edu/healthy/matters/consequences/sleep-and-disease-risk
http://www.medscape.org/viewarticle/502825
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2004/12/041206210355.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2011/04/110427131814.htm
http://www.uhhospitals.org/about/media-news-room/current-news/2013/07/estee-lauder-clinical-trial-finds-link-between-sleep-deprivation-and-skin-aging
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2656292/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2656292/
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As a sleep-deprived person, there’s a point at 
which your deficit begins to affect all of your 
relationships with others: romantic, platonic, 
and professional. 

W I T H  A L A C K  O F  S L E E P…

Your decreased attention span will affect 
your ability to stay present. 

You’ll appear less attractive to others.21

Your chances of having sex will decrease. 
Alternatively, for women, an extra hour of 
sleep increases the likelihood of having sex 
the next day.22

You’ll produce less testosterone if  
you’re male.23

Your fertility is also affected; if you’re trying to 
get pregnant you’re less likely to conceive.24

You’ll be more aggressive, irritable, and 
hostile to everyone around you, including 
friends and coworkers.25

Relationships

http://www.journalsleep.org/ViewAbstract.aspx?pid=29095
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25772315
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25772315
http://jama.jamanetwork.com/article.aspx?articleid=1029127
http://www.nhs.uk/Livewell/tiredness-and-fatigue/Pages/lack-of-sleep-health-risks.aspx
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22305407
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So, how can you improve your sleeping 
patterns without taking drastic measures in 
other areas of life? Luckily, sleep deficiencies 
are reversible, and we compiled several easy-
to-implement tweaks that together can make 
a significant impact. This Weekend Reset Plan 
can help your body’s systems re-sync and 
repair while the Maintenance Plan will keep 
you on track for the week ahead (yes, caffeine 
and booze are allowed!). The Primer should 
be followed throughout the weekend, as 
activities on Saturday and Sunday are great 
ways to optimize your hormones and energy 
levels, priming your body for a restful sleep.

S L E E P R E S E T W E E K E N D  P R I M E R

Take the time to get at least eight hours of 
sleep each day of the weekend.

Use a regular alarm clock so you can 
charge your phone away from your bed.

Start the day with at least 20 minutes of 
activity outdoors. Getting sunlight as early as 
possible signals to the body that it’s time to 
start the day.

Have your caffeine before 11:00 a.m.  
each day.

Have your booze WITH dinner, and  
not after.

Your Sleep
Reset Plan
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Friday

Sunday

Saturday

B E D R O O M  O P T I M I Z AT I O N

There are a handful of things you can 
do tonight or this weekend to make your 
bedroom more appealing. Identify some 
“sleep splurges,” things you can pick up 
this weekend to make your bedroom a 
place you really love (think: a high-quality 
mattress, temperature-regulating sheets, 
a humidifier, etc.). Fact: You spend about a 
third of your life in your bedroom, so why 
not make it a dreamy oasis? 

S O M E  T I P S  B E L O W : 

Can you prevent light from coming 
into your room in the morning? We 
recommend blackout shades or curtains.

Is your room the right temperature? Aim 
for around 65 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Is your bedroom actually comfortable?  
If not, identity a sleep splurge to indulge 
in this weekend. Ideas include new 
pillows, a more comfortable mattress, 
fresh bedding, cooler sheets, a soft throw, 
calming wall art, or candles for relaxing. 

Get in a morning workout. Bonus points if  
it’s outside.

Reward yourself by shopping for your  
sleep splurge!

Try a mindfulness meditation after dinner  
to wind down. 

Start the day with a yoga session. 

Go outdoors for a hike.

Take a nap in the early afternoon.

Ward off the Sunday Scaries with a soothing 
bath, light stretching, and chamomile tea. 

YO U R  S L E E P R E S E T P L A N
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Maintenance Sleep Plan

First and foremost, find a caffeine cutoff time 
that works for you, and stick to it. 

Try to get 20 minutes of sunlight as early 
in the day as possible. Sunlight acts like a 
natural alarm clock for your body’s  
circadian rhythms. 

Keep your blood sugar stable throughout 
the day, and if you’re feeling restless in the 
evening, try eating a serving of healthy fats  
to level out your blood sugar.

Make sure you’re taking the supplements you 
need. Try magnesium glycinate, L-Theanine, 
or melatonin for a good night’s rest (if you’re 
taking any other medications, be sure to 
check with your doctor first).

YO U R  S L E E P R E S E T P L A N
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Before-Bed Checklist: 

Use this handy checklist every night before bed 
to make sure you’re priming yourself and your 
space for the best night’s sleep possible. Print it 
out or write it in a journal so you can make sure 
you check every element off each night!

YO U R  S L E E P R E S E T P L A N

Turn your phone to silent.

Use blue-light blocking technology on all 
electronic devices (e.g., night mode on your 
phone or f.lux on your computer). 

Charge your phone on the other side of the 
room, far away from your bed. 

Set a cutoff for screen time and honor it (we 
recommend at least one hour before bed). 

Spritz lavender hydrosol in the bedroom. 

Burn your favorite candle. Alternatively, we 
recommend burning palo santo or sage. 

Take 20 minutes to unwind and process  
the day by journaling, listening to music,  
or meditating. 

Try a restorative yoga practice by putting your 
legs up the wall and staying there for 5 to 10 
minutes. Inversions are great for relaxation and 
improved circulation!

https://justgetflux.com/
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Ready, set, sleep!
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